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Stelar Tools HDL Explorer Nominated by EE Times Editors and Readers for 

the Ultimate Product Award 
 

Stelar Tools HDL Explorer Demo Available at www.stelartools.com 
 

Portland, Ore. — February 15, 2005 — Stelar Tools™, Inc., a venture-backed provider of 

electronic design automation (EDA) tools, announced that its flagship product, HDL Explorer™, 

has been nominated by EE Times editors and readers for an EE Times’ Ultimate Product Award. 

HDL Explorer is the first EDA tool to deliver rapid RTL Closure, the process of getting a design 

clean at the register-transfer level, before synthesis, to reduce development time and cost. The 

Ultimate Product Awards in seven different categories will be published in an EE Times 

supplement and at www.eet.com on February 28. Stelar HDL Explorer has been nominated in 

the Logic/Programmable Logic category. 

HDL Explorer provides a unique combination of technology for creating new designs and 

for exploring and editing new and legacy designs and testbenches—all while using best known 

methods (BKMs). HDL Explorer lets designers and verification engineers quickly and easily find 

and fix errors and define and manage the design–verification interface in their new or existing 

HDL designs. This results in a 30 percent reduction in the time it takes to get a complex ASIC, 

SoC, structured ASIC, or FPGA design from concept through synthesis.  

Online Demo Available 

 A demonstration of Stelar HDL Explorer is available now by clicking “View an on-line 

demo” at http://www.stelartools.com/product_info_.htm. The demo contains 11 different 

sections that cover the most important features and benefits of HDL Explorer. It can be run one 

section at a time or all at once. The total run time for the demo is 20 minutes. 

(more) 
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Platform and Pricing  

Stelar HDL Explorer runs on the Linux and Windows platforms and may be purchased 

through Stelar distributors on a per-seat or project basis. Pricing starts at $7,900 (U.S.) for an 

annual single-user subscription license. For more information, contact Stelar Tools at 503-539-

7436 or at sales@stelartools.com. 

About the EE Times Ultimate Products Awards 

 Each quarter, EE Times and eeProductCenter editors, in order to make engineers’ jobs 

easier by providing opinions of fellow engineers on products, nominate 10 to 15 “best products” 

for each of seven categories. Selected products are no more than 3 months old. Category-specific 

ballots are e-mailed to targeted product users soliciting the ratings of the editors’ selections. 

Products are rated on “technical significance” and “likelihood of use”. Over 1,000 product users 

then rate the products. Product raters are selected by their specified interests, based on EE Times 

qualification and on-line registration. Editorial product reviews, user ratings and comments are 

then reported in the resulting quarterly Ultimate Product issue. All nominees as well as the 

Ultimate Product winners will be revealed in a magazine-sized supplement that is mailed with 

EE Times. The upcoming issue will be available in print on February 28 and will be available on 

line at http://www.eeproductcenter.com/ultimate.  

About Stelar Tools, Inc.  

Founded in 2003, Stelar Tools, Inc. is a privately-held company that delivers the first 

true, smart graphical and intelligent textual design creation and analysis environment for large, 

complex HDL designs. This enables designers and verification engineers to rapidly reach RTL 

Closure by offering them the ability to explore, navigate, analyze, document, and create a design 

using their current design methodology and tools. Further information about Stelar can be found 

at www.stelartools.com. 
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